
From the early 1960s onwards, a variety of fields (from science to political activism, from literature to artis-
tic creation) went through a gradual paradigm shift, a progressive transformation that would culminate in the 
events which, around 1968, were to shake the pillars on which western societies had stood since the end of Se-
cond World War. Faced by an art world that had withdrawn into itself, and the figure of an artist totally absorbed 
in his own genius, new ideas were pushing back the borders of art works and placing the artists themselves in 
a position of self-criticism. Artists were trying out different ways of connecting to the Other and to the world: 
extroversion, vitality, verbal communication, the search for the leftovers of the everyday and the drawing up of 
new cartographies were some of the new tools used.  

one of the most spectacular and passiona-
te works of the artist and implies that the he 
is at his best when he identifies, as clearly 
he does here, with valiant but, nevertheless, 
doomed political struggles.”

“The Death of the Author” was the way philosophers like Roland Barthes and Michel 
Foucault described the demystification process of the artist figure and the principles of 
those institutions that sustained the figure, which had previously been untouchable. Au-
toportrait bien fait, mal fait, pas fait (1973), by Robert Filliou was an ironic take on the 
narcissism of the artist and the concept of an artwork being ‘finished’. As opposed to ta-
lent, skill and inspiration, what was sought was a creativity that could produce repressed 
elements like desire, humility and irony. The modest aesthetic and the use of low quality, 
perishable or waste materials by these European artists provided a contrast not only to 
the grandiloquence of abstract expressionist painting – which was already in decline – 
but also to the growing American industrial aesthetic. In the same way, interest in the 
language and its codes as a way of relating to each other took centre stage in opposi-
tion to more direct communication, with works such as Olivetti-Yamaha-Grundig Combo 
(1965/82) by Dieter Roth and Chemistry of Music (1969) by George Brecht. These were, 
basically, ways of upsetting the values of an artwork, and breaking through its traditional 
limitations, at the dawn of a revolt with far more widespread consequences. 

The need to create new politic-poetic maps gave rise to projects like that of Öyvind 
Fahlström. According to his widow, Sharon Fahlström, Packing the Hard Potatoes (Chile 
I), 1974, “utilizes a wall-hug shelf cut in Chile’s map outline. Long wires with magnetic 
bases are positioned along the shelf, and atop each wire is a large element. This piece 
alludes to dramatic changes in the social and political fabric of Chile in the days prece-
ding the coup. It suggests a garden of blossoms that vibrate slightly with air-currents or 
human approach. Is it an allegory for the fragility of Allende’s regime and the struggle of 
the Chilean people: flowers easily crushed under the tread of tanks? Certainly this […] is 
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